The

Advantage

provides the “golden equilibrium”
in web presence approaches, balancing
attributes of “Do-It-Yourself“ solutions
(low cost, high control and autonomy)
and features of “Do-It-For-You” offerings
(segment- or hobby- specific design, “turnkey”
solution, professional support).

is fantastic Value for Money!
No tricky “plans” or
“packages”; No hidden fees!

WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET, AND WHAT YOU GET CONTAINS:
Online, Multilingual Web Site Development
Wizard!
The Online Wizard is the easiest way to create and
maintain your personal or corporate Web Site. The
process is structured on a sequential, step-by-step
basis. Detailed instructions are provided on screen
in your native language, guiding you through the
process, and allowing you to preview the result of
each step. You can publish your Web Site in up to
15 different languages, and modify it on a 24/7
basis; this is web development flexibility at its best!

Unlimited Disk Space and Bandwidth!
Your Web Site will be hosted in our fast, secure
servers. Build your Web Site and care for nothing
more than its content. We take care of everything
else! There is no limit to the pages that your Web
Site can contain. You are free to use up all of
your creativity and imagination – no restrictions!
Unlike other offerings, SiteCosmos provides
unlimited disk space and data transfer to all its
Members. Add as much content as you like and
accept as many visitors as possible!

Segment-specific Solutions and Portals!
With SiteCosmos you will never come across the
‘blank page syndrome’. Each Solution (e.g.
MediCosmos, BabyCosmos, etc.) has been
developed through detailed business analysis
and caters for the functional and aesthetic needs
of the specific business- or leisure-segment it
serves. In addition, each Solution is supported
by its own dedicated Portal, which allows
SiteCosmos Members to network with similar
companies and individuals around the world.

Professional Templates, Designs and
Multimedia Content!
SiteCosmos offers a variety of segment-specific
Templates and Designs that provides every Web
Site with a unique ‘Look & Feel’. Our portfolio of
available designs and ‘skins’ is being continuously
updated. Features such as ‘Flash Intro Page’ and
‘Image Optimization’ ensure that your Web Site
will be not only functionally complete, but also
visually appealing to all visitors.

Content Management and Administration
Tools!
Each Solution comes with its own dynamic Module
Selection Tool that allows you to modify the
structure and content of your Web Site in no time
– as often as you like. Activating and deactivating
the Modules according to your needs, without
changing or losing their content, is as easy as 12-3! The comprehensive Site Administration
Toolset also allows you to upload files, submit
keywords to search engines, select your domain
name, monitor web traffic statistics, etc.

...an all-inclusive package with subscriptions
starting from only:
US$

12

US$

35

per month

per month

(for Leisure Solutions)

(for Business Solutions)
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Exploiting the universal essence of Internet, SiteCosmos brings together enterprises and organizations,
professionals and hobbyists in a synergistic community.
is an innovative technology platform...
One of the basic mottos of the SiteCosmos community is "share
everything that can be shared"; numerable tools and modules
are at the disposal of all involved parties to make this happen:

Portal Generator
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Agents and Resellers have multiple enhanced capabilities for
controlling their own localized portals; attracting and managing
their members and customers; offering value adding services
and products.

Members, on the other hand, have powerful tools and techniques
for not only building a professional and visually attractive web
site but also for implementing an efficient Internet marketing
campaign that will bring success and profitability to their online
presence.

An Intranet of Service Providers ensures that all involved parties have
the convenience of outsourcing content creation tasks, such as copywriting, photo editing, translating, etc.
- thus creating synergistic effects within the SiteCosmos community.
has a powerful core..
Without any doubt, the heart of SiteCosmos is the Online Wizard, Compucon's proprietary Web Site Development
and Maintenance Tool. Modular in structure, it has been specifically designed for the segment-specific needs
of each SiteCosmos solution's audience. It gives our members the ability to create and maintain a complete,
beautiful and functional web site without the need of any technical knowledge or skill and with minimum cost
in time and money.
Segment’Solutions’

Styles &
Templates

Solution specific
web modules

Member adds content (text, photos,
logos, etc.) in the selected modules

Member Site ready and
published on the internet

Easy Steps

Ability to go through the whole
procedure as often as the
member wants
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is a global network...
National, language specific SiteCosmos portals (the so-called "umbrella
sites") are combined with their own dedicated solution specific portals
and are ultimately hosts to Members' personal sites, thus creating a
community with no geographical or conceptual borders. Each member has
a unique CosmosID that identifies him/her as a separate entity in the SiteCosmos
community.

